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A stringent test for an exchange-correlation approximation in electronic structure calculations is the

equality between the ionization energy of the neutral system and the affinity of the singly positively

charged system. All of the commonly used approximations (local, semilocal, hybrid) for the exchange

correlation within density functional theory fail badly with this test. They consequently present a

localization or delocalization error, resulting in a highest occupied molecular orbital or lowest unoccupied

molecular orbital gap over- or underestimation. The GW approximation appears as the best available

framework to describe particle number changes. The small remaining error can be further reduced by

devising a �SCF-like method within the GW approximation. The proposed approach is necessary as soon

as localized states are involved, e.g., in finite systems or defect states in crystals.
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For many years, density functional theory (DFT) has
been seeking for the most correct approximation for the
exchange-correlation functional [1]. The exact exchange-
correlation term is of course unknown, since it has to
account for all the quantum effects contained in the
Schrödinger equation for interacting electrons. Several
shortcomings of its existing approximations have been
identified. A crucial issue for the available exchange-
correlation functionals is the behavior of the energy along
with the change of the number of electrons. Practical
difficulties are tightly related to that problem: for instance,
the infamous band gap problem arises from the poor de-
scription of electron addition and removal for most of the
existing functionals.

Generalizing the idea of particle number changes to
fractional number of electrons, it has been shown [2,3]
from ensemble arguments that the total energy should be
linear in between integral numbers of electrons.
Unfortunately, all the usual approximations fail with this
crucial property: local density approximation (LDA) and
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) are convex,
whereas Hartree-Fock (HF) is concave [4]. The straight
line behavior arising from the exact exchange correlation is
not just a playground for theoreticians. Indeed, the first
ionization energy I can be obtained as the derivative on the
left-hand side of the total energy with respect to the num-
ber of particles and the electron affinity A can be reached
by the derivative on the right-hand side. If the slope of the
total energy between N � 1 and N electrons is not a
constant, the electron affinity of the N � 1 electron system
is not to be equal to the ionization energy of the N electron
system, even though they should represent the same total
energy difference:
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where E0ðNÞ is the ground-state energy of the system with
N electrons. The þ and � signs indicate the side of the
derivative. In most cases, the derivative reduces to the
eigenvalue thanks to the Janak’s theorem [5].
In a recent work, Cohen, Mori-Sánchez, and Yang [4,6]

have clarified the relation between convexity or concavity,
localization error and band gap error. The convex approx-
imations, like LDA or GGA, lower the energy in spreading
electrons as much as possible so that a fractional number of
electrons is preferred. The concave approximations, like
HF, instead find energetically favorable to localize elec-
trons so that they integrate to an integer. HF is indeed a
quasiparticle theory, which relies on integral number of
particles. The true exchange correlation should be insensi-
tive to these two situations. Only in this case, the total
energy difference, called �SCF method, is to match the
eigenvalue estimate of the ionization or affinity.
Originating from an other framework, many-body per-

turbation theory, the GW approximation to the exchange
correlation [7] has been extremely powerful in describing
the band structure of solids [8,9]. The GW approximation
is an improvement over the HF approximation. It is based
on the concept of screened Coulomb interaction. In prac-
tice, the GW approximation is usually evaluated as a first-
order perturbation with respect to LDA, in the so-called
G0W0 approach. This assumes, in particular, that the LDA
and the G0W0 wave functions are identical. The currently
best implementation of the GW approximation, the quasi
particle self-consistent GW (scGW) [10–12], proposes a
static approximation to the complete GW case, which
allows one to recalculate self-consistently the GW wave
functions and eigenvalues. This approach is compulsory in
the case of atoms and molecules, as shown in the
following.
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In the present Letter, we evaluate the quality of local,
hybrid, and GW approximations to the exchange correla-
tion in terms of localization error, band gap error, and
ionization or affinity consistency. By testing them on small
sodium clusters, we show that the GW approximation
prevails over all the usual exchange-correlation approxi-
mations. The small remaining error in the ionization or
affinity determination can be integrated in the framework
in devising an extension of the �SCF procedure to theGW
approach. We finally demonstrate the effectiveness of the
procedure for localized defect states in a crystal.

It is unfortunately difficult in practice to obtain the total
energy within the GW framework. Furthermore, the gen-
eralization of the GW equations to fractional numbers of
electrons would require some care. As a consequence, we
propose two alternative routes to evaluate the behavior of
theGW approximation as a function of a fractional number
of electrons. (i) Analyze theGW wave functions of an extra
electron (or hole) in a doubled system: consider the system
of two distant molecules with one additional electron. Will
the extra electron be spread onto the two molecules or will
it localize on one of them? (ii) Compare the ionization
energy of a neutral system with the affinity of the positively
charged one. If �AðþÞ<�Ið0Þ [�AðþÞ>�Ið0Þ], the
approximation is to be convex (concave). Furthermore,
the difference between Ið0Þ and AðþÞ evaluates the mag-
nitude of the localization error.

Following our route (i), we considered a system consist-
ing of two distant molecules of Na2 in a supercell with one
extra electron. The technical details are provided below. If
the chosen scheme were exact, the extra electron spread
onto the two molecules or the electron localized on one
single molecule should be two stationary points of the
functional giving the same total energy. LDA is subjected
to delocalization error so that the extra electron has an
equal weight on the two molecules. The panel (a) of Fig. 1
represents the LDA highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) that places half an electron on the two molecules.
Note that the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) is degenerate with the HOMO within LDA. The
HF framework localizes easily the extra electron on one of
the two molecules and breaks the HOMO/LUMO degen-
eracy. We performed then scGW calculations starting ei-
ther from HF and from LDA. Initiating the scGW
evaluation from the HF wave functions leads to a rapidly
converging result, which maintains the extra electron on
one Na2 molecule [panel (b) of Fig. 1]. Starting the scGW
calculation from the LDAwave functions leads to a slowly
converging result: after a dozen iterations with the extra
electron spread over the two molecules, the HOMO wave
function finally turns into the HF one. Whatever the start-
ing point, the GW calculation ends up in the same sta-
tionary point, localizing the electron on one single Na2
molecule. As a consequence, the GW approach yields a
concave total energy and suffers from a localization error.

In the following, we quantify the nonlinearity of the
scGW approximation with calculations for small sodium

clusters according to our route (ii): we compare the con-
sistency of ionizations and affinities. The sodium clusters
are a system of choice for such a study, since accurate
experiments [13] and configuration-interaction calcula-
tions [14] are available. Furthermore, these systems are
practical enough so that we still can use a plane-wave code,
which is customary in the GW framework. We performed
�-point calculations in large face-centered cubic supercells
with a 60 Bohr cubic edge length. We use a plane-wave
cutoff of 14 Ha for wave functions and of 2 Ha for
dielectric matrices. We use a norm-conserving pseudo-
potential, where the semicore states (2s22p6) of sodium
are treated as valence. These states are indeed very impor-
tant for the exchange operator and are noticeably polar-
izable. We employ a plasmon-pole approximation, and we
have verified that this is not an issue. The number of states
is 512, which is reasonably low thanks to the acceleration
scheme of Ref. [15]. The Coulomb interaction has been cut
off in order to remove spurious image interactions [16,17].
As the geometries are not the issue here, we performed all
the calculations in the neutral configurations obtained from
a reference quantum chemistry work [14].
Some care is required due to the periodic approach.

Periodic charged systems in presence a neutralizing back-
ground slowly converge [18]. However, the eigenvalues of
neutral molecule experience also slow convergence in the
supercell approach. The eigenvalues are shifted with re-
spect to an isolated system calculation since the potential
does not vanish at infinity in the periodic calculation. The

FIG. 1 (color online). Isosurface of an extra electron added in
the system of two distant Na2 molecules, or in other words,
isosurface of the highest occupied molecular orbital of the
ð2Na2Þ� system. Panel (a) represents the LDA results, whereas
panel (b) provides the scGW result.
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difference between a finite system calculation within
Gaussian formalism using a 6�311þþG�� basis and our
periodic supercell approach appears to be a mere shift of
the eigenvalues, whatever the charge, we simulate. Both
neutral and charged systems can be corrected by shifting
the supercell eigenvalues onto the isolated ones within
LDA, for instance. Using the same shift, we were able to
superimpose the HF eigenvalues from the periodic calcu-
lations onto the isolated results with a 0.1 eV accuracy. In
the following, this shifting procedure is systematically
applied. Note that we do not present results for the affinity
of the clusters, as they show strong dependence with
respect to the supercell size.

Table I compares the ionization energy of small sodium
clusters, as obtained from removing an electron from Nan
or from adding an electron to Naþn , within LDA, HF,
B3LYP, G0W0, and scGW. For all the approximations
considered here, there is no discontinuity in the
exchange-correlation functional so that the ionizations
and affinities reduce to the HOMO and LUMO eigenval-
ues. Within LDA, the LUMO energy for the positively
charged clusters is much lower than the HOMO energy
of the neutral ones. LDA (and GGA, not presented here) is
a convex approximation, which is consistent with the band
gap underestimation problem [4]. HF gives the exact an-
swer for a one electron system, since it is devoid of any
self-interaction. The sodium atom, which has a single 3s
valence electron, is well described within HF. The agree-
ment between ionization and affinities then deteriorates up
to �0:8 eV for the largest clusters. The HF approximation
is clearly concave, which is consistent with the observed
band gap overestimation. The hybrid functional family that
mixes LDA, GGA, and exact-exchange could be a potential
answer. The B3LYP functional [19] that includes 20% of
exact-exchange is still convex: B3LYP predicts systemati-
cally the LUMO energies of the Naþn clusters much lower
than the HOMO of the Nan.

Turning to GW calculations, we first provide for com-
pleteness the standard G0W0 results. Our results agree well
with the published data for neutral species from Ref. [20].
Though reasonable compared to experiment, the G0W0

data are difficult to interpret and do not show clear trends.
This is mainly due to the inadequacy of the perturbative
approach in the case of the unoccupied states in a finite

system. The scGW approach, which recalculates the wave
functions, provides the most sensible results. The LUMO
of Naþn is systematically slightly higher than the HOMO of
Nan, but the difference is always lower than 0.45 eV. This
shows a small, but noticeable, localization error in agree-
ment with the result from route (i).
Because of the inconsistency between the eigenvalues,

the ionizations and affinities are generally obtained from
either total energy differences, the �SCF method, or from
Slater’s transition state theory [21]. Both approaches gen-
erally agree very well. The �SCF results provided in
Table I for LDA, HF, and B3LYP supersede the eigenvalue
estimate within the corresponding approximations.
Following the argument of Slater, if the total energy within
our approximation is not linear for fractional number of
electrons as it should be, we may expand it as a second
order polynomial. Under this assumption, the ionization
energy can be approximated by the eigenvalue at the half
charge N � 1=2. The Slater’s transition state approach
gives a very good estimate for the total energy difference.
Following the same arguments, we observe that the total
energy difference can be also evaluated as the mean value,

IðNÞ � � 1

2

�
@E0

@n

��������n¼ðN�1Þþ
þ@E0

@n

��������n¼N�

�
: (3)

The evaluation of Eq. (3) does not require total energy nor
fractional charge calculations, but only the derivatives with
respect to the particle number, which reduce in most cases
to the eigenvalues of the neutral and the charged system. It
can be readily evaluated from the data provided in Table I.
The final result, labeled �SCF within scGW approxima-
tion, gives the best estimate of all approximations for the
ionization energy of the sodium clusters. Furthermore, this
�SCF procedure allows for a reconciliation between total
energy and eigenvalue approaches. A direct evaluation
(beyond reach by now) of the scGW total energy differ-
ences would be consistent with the proposed procedure.
As a final illustration of the inconsistency between

eigenvalues between charged systems, we consider the
localized state in the band gap of crystal created by a point
defect. We exemplify with the carbon split h100i interstitial
in cubic silicon carbide [22]. The calculations have been
performed in a 65 atom cubic supercell with a 2� 2� 2 k
point sampling. The structure of the defect (inset of Fig. 2)

TABLE I. Ionization energy in eV of the small sodium clusters evaluated from the HOMO of the neutral species �Ið0Þ, from the
LUMO of the cationic species �AðþÞ, or from the difference in total energies (�SCF), within different approximations to the
exchange correlation: LDA, HF, B3LYP, G0W0, and scGW.

LDA HF B3LYP G0W0 scGW Expt. [13]

�AðþÞ �Ið0Þ �SCF �AðþÞ �Ið0Þ �SCF �AðþÞ �Ið0Þ �SCF �AðþÞ �Ið0Þ �AðþÞ �Ið0Þ �SCF

Na1 �6:96 �3:08 �5:36 �4:94 �4:95 �4:94 �7:10 �3:48 �5:42 �4:88 �5:40 �5:05 �5:49 �5:27 �5:139
Na2 �7:12 �3:20 �5:25 �3:90 �4:48 �4:08 �6:78 �3:52 �5:19 �5:10 �5:05 �4:66 �5:10 �4:88 �4:934
Na3 �5:99 �2:62 �4:30 �3:47 �4:17 �3:80 �5:59 �2:91 �4:24 �4:42 �4:24 �4:15 �4:42 �4:29 �3:97
Na4 �6:01 �2:77 �4:38 �3:00 �3:78 �3:34 �5:55 �2:98 �4:25 �4:71 �4:29 �4:18 �4:38 �4:28 �4:27
Na5 �5:77 �2:78 �4:27 �3:34 �4:43 �3:94 �5:32 �3:03 �4:17 �4:54 �4:17 �4:18 �4:39 �4:28 �4:05
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has been frozen in the neutral optimized configuration in
order to isolate the purely electronic behavior we want to
address. We performed LDA and G0W0 evaluation of the
position of the defect level inside the band gap for different
charged supercells (charges 0, þ and þþ). In this case,
scGW is not required since we have verified that the LDA
wave functions constitute a good approximation for the
scGW wave functions. Comparing the density of states, we
carefully checked that the very tiny band shifts were not an
issue. The trends are consistent with the sodium clusters.
The eigenvalues of the levels within LDA deviate strongly
when changing their occupation, showing a strong convex
behavior (the HOMO of the neutral system is higher than
the LUMO of the positive system). As seen from Fig. 2, the
discrepancy between ionizations and affinities is small
within G0W0 (�0:2–0:3 eV) and confirms the slight local-
ization error. For the defect calculations, we again propose
the �SCF procedure within GW, which simulates total
energy differences without the need to perform such cal-
culations. The final �SCF value for the charge transitions
are �GWðþ=0Þ ¼ 1:39 eV and �GWðþþ=þÞ ¼ 0:53 eV.

In conclusion, we proposed to judge the quality of the
exchange-correlation approximations on the discrepancy
between ionization of the neutral system and affinity of the
positively charged one. The exact exchange-correlation
functional should not have any. From all the approxima-
tions tested here (LDA, HF, B3LYP, GW), the GW ap-
proach offers the lowest discrepancy. The small remaining
error within GW is consistent with a systematic localiza-
tion error and the slight band gap overestimation observed
in practice [11,23]. In order to provide the most meaningful

results, we support the use of a �SCF-like procedure to
conciliate total energy and quasiparticle energy evaluations
of the ionization and affinity energies. Finally, the ioniza-
tion or affinity consistency can give insights concerning the
properties of the vertex function that should fix the GW
errors.
The present calculations were performed using the

ABINIT code [24] and GAUSSIAN03 [25]. We are grateful

to Silvana Botti for her helpful comments. This work was
performed using HPC resources from GENCI-CINES
(Grant No. 2009-GEN6018).
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FIG. 2 (color online). Vertical charge transition levels of the
carbon split h100i interstitial of 3C-SiC, evaluated within G0W0

using different charges for the 65 atom supercell. The occupied
levels are plain lines, whereas the empty ones are dashed. The
structure of the defect has been kept frozen in the neutral
geometry, as shown in the inset in the upper left corner. The
energy of the defect levels is referred to the top valence band.
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